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THE ASSOCIATION COUNCIL CONTENTS 
ACTS  OF  THE  COUNCIL  (1) 
Decision No.  5/66 of the Association Council  on the definition 
of the concept of "originating products"  for the purpose  of 
implementing Title I  of the Convention of Association and on the 
methods of administrative co-operation 
Decision No.  6/66 of the Association Council defining the methods 
- or~strative co-operation in Customs matters for the purpose 
of implementing the Yaounde  Convention 
Decision~o. 7/66 of the Association Council delegating powers 
~o  ~he A~sociation Committ~e to amend  Decision No.  6/66 of the 
Association Council 
(1)  Decisions 
- No.  8/66 of the Association Council delegating powers 
to the Association Committee  to  adopt its second Annual 
Report 
- No.  9/66 of the Association Council delegating powers 
to the Association Committee  to approve  the expenditure 
returns of the Court  of Arbitration and  the re-imburse-
ment  of  such expenditure, 
- No.  10/66 of the Association Council  on  the operating 
expenses of the Court  of Arbitration, 
Resolution No.  1/66 of the Association Council  on the general 
pattern for financial  and technical co-operation,  and 
The  Rules  of Procedure  of the Court of Arbitration 
appear in the Compilation of Texts No.  II/2. - 3  -
- WHEREAS  the  same  must  apply to  goods  obtained in an Associated 
State  and  intended for exportation to  a  Member  State,  where 
the products which entered into their manufacture  have been 
wholly obtained in the  other Associated States or in the 
Member  States,  each o! the  importin~ Member  States granting 
preferential treatment in respect o! the latter products, 
- WHEREAS  such treatment  can,  however,  be  extended to goods 
obtained in a  Member  State and intended !or exportation to 
a  specific Associated State only i! the products which entered 
into their manufacture  have themselves been wholly obtained 
in the other Member  States,  in the Associated State o! 
destination or in any other Associated State !orming a  Customs 
Union with the latter,  since such products in any event  enjoy 
preferential treatment i! imported directly, 
WHEREAS  it is desirable,  furthermore,  to extend the preferential 
treatment to goods obtained in one  o! the Contracting Parties 
and in the manu!aeture  o! which products other than those 
mentioned in the preceding paragraph are used,  provided that 
the latter products have  undergone  processing or working 
sufficient to alter their essential nature  and to increase 
their value  substantially;  and whereas  such conditions are the 
only conditions  justifying the granting of preferential treat-
ment  to the whole  o! the  goods  so  obtained,  since the e!fect 
o! the definition of the  concept o! "originating products" 
should not be to deprive  customs tari!!s and other measures 
of economic protection of their incidence in relation to 
countries outside the Association, -4-
- WHEREAS  it is necessary to express this principle in simple 
rules while ensuring uniform application throughout the 
Association and whereas this can be  achieved by the use  of 
a  criterion of change in tariff heading,  with  such adjustments 
~s may  be appropriate, 
- WHEREAS  the Customs  authorities of the  importing Member 
State or Associated State must be satisfied that products 
presented for importation fulfil the conditions laid down 
in this Decision;  whereas  such satisfaction presupposes 
knowledge  of the facts by reason of which the goods  have 
acquired the  character of "originating products",  facts 
which the Customs  authorities of the exporting Associated 
State or Member  State are best qualified to ascertain;  and 
whereas,  therefore,  it is necessary that close administrative 
co-operation be established between the  said authorities, 
- WHEREAS  it is desirable that the methods  of such adminis-
trative co-operation should be  similar to those already 
used in traffic among  the Member  States of the European 
Economic  Community, 
HAS  DECIDED: - 5 -
Article 1 
For the purpose of implementing the provisions of Title I 
of the Convention of Association of 20  July 1963  between the 
European Economic  Community  and the African and Malagasy States 
associated with that Community,  the following products shall be 
considered as: 
1. products originating in Member  States,  provided that they 
have been transported directly, within the meaning  of Article 5, 
to the importing Associated State: 
a)  products wholly obtained in the Member  States; 
b) products obtained in Member  States,  in the manufacture  of 
which products other than those referred to in paragraph  (a) 
are used,  provided that the said products have  undergone 
sufficient working or processing within the meaning of 
Article 3.  This condition shall not,  however,  apply to 
products which,  within the meaning or this Decision,  originate 
in the Associated State of destination or in other Associated 
States which  enjoy,  in the Associated State of destination, 
the  same  treatment  as is accorded to  the Member  States of 
the European Economic  Community. - 6  -
2. products originating in the Associated States,  provided 
that they have been transported directly, within the 
meaning  of Article 5,  to  the importing Member  State: 
a)  products wholly obtained in an Associated State; 
b) products obtained in an Associated State,  in the 
manufacture of which products other than those 
referred to in paragraph (a)  are used,  provided 
that the said products have  undergone  sufficient 
working or processing within the meaning of Article 
3.  This condition shall not,  however,  apply to 
products which,  within the meaning  o! this Decision, 
originate in Member  States or in other Associated 
States. 
The  products listed in Annex  IV  shall be  temporarily 
~xcluded !rom the  scope of this Decision. - ? -
Article 2 
Within the meaning  o! paragraphs 1  (a)  and 2  (a)  of 
Article 1,  the  following shall be  considered as wholly 
obtained either in the Member  States or in the Associated 
States: 
a)  mineral products extracted !rom the soil thereof; 
b) vegetable products harvested therein; 
c)  live animals born and raised therein; 
d)  products !rom live animals raised therein; 
e)  products  !rom hunting and fishing carried out therein; 
!) marine products extracted !rom the  sea by their vessels; 
g)  manufacturing scrap and waste and  scrap articles, 
provided that they have been collected therein and  are 
suitable only !or the  recovery of raw materials; 
h)  goods  obtained therein exclusively from  animals or products 
referred to in paragraphs  (a)  to  (g)  or derivatives thereof. - 8-
Article 3 
For the purpose of implementing the provisions of 
paragraphs 1  (b)  and 2  (b)  of Article 1  the  following shall 
be considered as sufficient: 
a)  working or processing as a  result of which the goods 
obtained receive  a  classification under a  tariff 
beading other than that covering each one  of the 
prod~cts worked or processed,  except,  however,  working 
or processing appearing in List A to which the special 
provisions of that list apply; 
b)  working  or processing appearing in List B. 
"Tariff headings"  shall mean  the headings in the Brussels 
NomenClature  for the Classification of Goods  in Customs Tariffs. 
Article 4 
Where  Lists A and B,  drawn up pursuant to Article 3, 
provide that goods  obtained in a  Member  State or an Associated 
State shall only be considered as originating therein if the 
value  of the products worked or processed does not exceed a 
given percentage of the value  of the  goods  obtained,  the values 
to be taken into consideration in determining such percentage 
shall be: - 9  -
- on the  one  hand: 
as regards products whose  importation can be  proved: 
their customs  value at the  time  of importation,  whether 
permanent or temporary; 
as regards products of undetermined origin:  the earliest 
ascertainable price paid for such products in the territory 
of the State where  manufacture  takes place; 
on the other hand: 
the  ex~factory price of the goods  obtained,  less internal 
taxes refunded or refundable  on exportation. 
Article  5 
The  following  sh.all  be  considered as transported directly 
from the  exporting Member  State or Associated State to the 
importing Member  State or Associated State: 
a)  goods  transported without passing through the territory 
of a  country not Party to the Convention or without 
being transhipped in such country; - 10-
b)  goods transported through the territory of one 
or more  CQuntries not Parties to the Convention, 
·or transhipped in such countries,  in so far as the 
passage through such countries is covered by a  single 
transport_document  drawn up in a  Member  State or an 
Associated State; 
c)  goods  which,  without being covered by a  single 
transport document  drawn up  in a  Member  State or an 
Associated State,  pass through the territory of one 
or more  countries not Parties to the Convention,  pro-
vided that the passage through such countries is'justi-
fied for geographical reasons within the meaning  of 
Explanatory Note No.  6,  and that the conditions laid 
down  therein are fulfilled. 
TITLE  II - Provisions relating to the organisation of methods 
of administrative co-operation 
Article 6 
•originating products" within the meaning of this Decision 
shall,  in the importing Member  State or Associated State, 
benefit from the provisions of Title I  of the Convention upon 
_submission of a  movement  certificate A.Y.  1,  issued by the 
Customs  authorities of the exporting Member  State or Associated 
State. - 11  -
Article 7 
The  movement  certificate A.Y.  1  shall be issued only on 
application being made  in writing by the  exporter,  on the  form 
prescribed for this purpose. 
Article 8 
The  movement  certificate A.Y.  1  shall be  endorsed at the 
time  of exportation of the  goods  to which it relates by the_ 
Customs  authorities of the exporting Member  State or Associated 
State~ It shall be made  available to the exporter as  soon as 
actual exportation has been effected or ensured. 
In exceptional circumstances,  the movement  certificate 
A.Y.l  may  also be  endorsed after exportation of the goods to 
which it refers, if it was  not  submitted at the  time  of such 
exportation because  of an error or inadvertent omission.  In 
this case,  the  certificate shall bear a  special reference to 
the  conditions  in which it was  endorsed. 
The  movement  certificate A.Y.  1  shall be  endorsed only 
when it can  serve as  documentary evidence for the purpose  of 
implementing the preferential treatment laid down  in Title I 
of the Convention. Article 9 
The  movement  certificate A.Y.1  must  be  submitted to the 
Customs  office of the importing Member  State or Associated 
State where  the  goods are presented,  within four months  from 
the date of endorsement by the Customs  authorities of the 
exporting Member  State or Associated State. 
Article 10 
The  movement  certificate A.Y.1  must  be made  out  on a 
special form,  a  specimen of which is annexed to this  Decisio~. 
It shall be  drawn up  in one  of the  languages in which the 
Convention is drafted,  and in accordance with the provisions 
of the internal law of the exporting country.  It shall be 
typewritten or handwritten;  in the latter case it shall be 
filled in in ink and in capital letters. 
The  dimensions  of the certificate shall be  21  x  30  em. 
The  paper used shall be  sized writing-paper not containing 
mechanical pulp  and weighing not less than 64  grams  per m2. 
It shall have  a  green machine-turned background pattern 
making  any falsification by mechanical  or chemical means 
apparent to the  eye. - 13 -
On  the front  of each certificate,  a  diagonal pattern 
of three blue stripes,  each  3  mm  wide,  shall run from  the 
bottom left-hand corner to the top right-hand corner. 
The  Member  States and  the Associated States may  reserve 
the right to print the certificates themselves  or may  have 
them printed by approved printers.  In the latter case,  each 
form  must  carry a  reference to  such approval.  In addition, 
each certificate must bear the distinctive sign of the  approved 
printer,  and  a  serial number by which it can be  identified. 
Article 11 
In the  importing Member  State or Associated State,  the 
movement  certificate shall be  submitted to  the  Customs 
authorities in accordance with  the provisions made  in the 
laws  and regulations of that State.  The  said authorities 
may  require  a  translation of the certificate.  They  may 
also require  the  import declaration to be  accompanied by 
a  statement  from the importer to the effect that the goods 
meet  the conditions required for the  implementation of the 
provisions of Title  I  of the  Convention. - 14-
Article 12 
1.  Member  States and Associated States shall admit  as 
"originating products" benefiting from  the provisions of 
Title I  of the Convention,  without requiring the production 
of a  movement  certificate A.Y.1,  goods  sent as small packages 
to private persons or forming part of passengers'  personal 
luggage,  in so far as  such goods are not  imported by way  of 
trade  and have been declared as meeting the conditions 
required for the application of these provisions,  and where 
there is no  doubt  as to the veracity of such declaration. 
2.  Importations not by way  of trade  shall be  importations 
which: 
- are occasional, 
consist solely of  goods  for the personal use  of 
the addressee  or passenger or his family,  it 
being evident  from  the nature and quantity of 
the  goods  that no  commercial purpose is in view, 
and 
~·consist of  goods  of a  total value not  exceeding: 
60  units of account  in the  case  of small packages, 
200 units of account  in the  case  of the  contents 
or passengers'  personal luggage. - 15-
Article 13 
In order to ensure proper application of the provisions 
of this Title, the Governments  of the Member  States and of 
the Associated States shall assist each other,  through their 
respective Customs  administrations,  for the purpose  of 
verifying the authenticity and  correctness. of the certificates. 
The  necessary methods  of administrative co-operation shall 
be  adopted,  and shall enter into force,  at the  same  time  as 
this Decision. 
Article 14 
The  operation of this Decision,  and its economic  effects, 
shall be  reviewed annually,  with a  view to  making  such adjustments 
as  may  be  deeaed necessary. 
Such  review may  also be carried out at shorter intervals, 
at the request either of the European Economic  Community  or 
of the Associated States. - 16-
Article 15 
The  Explanatory Notes,  Lists A and  B,  the list of 
products provisionally excluded from  the application of 
this Decision and the specimen movement  certificate A.Y.1, 
annexed to this Decision,  shall form  an integral part thereof. 
Article 16 
Member  States and Associated States shall take all the 
measures required to ensure that movement  certificates A.Y.1 
can be  issued as  from the entry into force  of this Decision. 
Origin certificates issued pursuant to the Recommendation 
of the Commission of the  European Economic  Community,  dated 
10 December  1958,  relating to the  implementation of the 
provisions of Article 133  of the Treaty,  shall remain valid, 
provided,  however,  that they are issued not later than one 
month  after the  entry into force  of this Decision and are 
submitted to the  Customs  authorities of the  importing Member 
States or Associated States not later than five  months  after 
the entry into force  of this Decision. - 1?-
Article 17 
The  Associated States,  the Member  States and  the 
Community  shall be  required,  each to the extent to 
which  they are  concerned,  to take the necessary steps 
to  implement this Decision. 
This  Decision shall enter into force  on  1  July 1966. 
Done  at Brussels,  22  April 1966 
The  Chairman  of the Association 
Committee 
A.  BORSCHETTE ANNEX  I 
EXPLANATORY  NOTES Note  1 
Article 1: 
Note  2 
Article 1: 
Note  3 
Article 1: 
- 2  -
ANNEX  I 
The  expression "in the Member  States" or "in 
an Associated State"  shall also  cover territorial 
waters. 
Vessels operating on the high  seas,  including 
"factory ships",  on  which  the fish  caught is 
worked  or processed,  shall be  considered  as part 
o! the territory of the  ~ember State or o! the 
Associated State to which  they belong,  provided 
that they meet  the  conditions laid down  in 
Explanatory Note  No.  4. 
In order to determine  whether  goods  originate in 
a  Member  State  or in an Associated State, it shall 
not  be  necessary to establish whether the  power 
and fuel,  plant and  equipment,  and  machines  and 
tools used to obtain such  goods  originate or not 
in third countries. 
Packing shall be  considered as  forming  a  whole 
with  t~e goods  contained therein.  This provision, 
however,  shall not  apply to packing which  is not 
o! the  normal  type  for  the  article paclced  and 
which has intrinsic value  of  a  durable nature, 
apart  from its function  as  packing. - 3  -
ANNEX  I 
Note  4 
Article 2  (f):  The  expression "their vessels"  shall apply only 
to vessels: 
- which are registered in a  Member  State or in 
an Associated State; 
- which sail under the flag of  a  Member  State 
or of  an  Associated State; 
- which are  owned  as  to at least  50%  by nationals 
of countries Parties to the Association or by a 
company  or firm with its head office in such 
country,  of which the manager  or  managers,  the 
chairman of the board of directors or the  chairman 
of the controlling body,  and the majority of the 
members  of such boards  or bodies,  are nationals 
of countries Parties to  the Association and  of 
which,  in addition,  in the  case of partnerships 
or private  companies  (societes a responsabilite 
limitee) at least half the capital belongs to 
States Parties to the Association,  to public 
bodies  or to nationals  of the  said States; 
- of which the  captain and  officers are nationals 
of countries Parties to the Association;  and 
- of which at least  75%  of the  crew are nationals 
of countries Parties to the Association. Note  5 
Article 4: 
Note  6 
-4-
ANNEX  I 
"Ex-factory price"  shall mean  the price paid to the 
manufacturer in the undertaking where  the sufficient 
working  or processing is carried out.  When  such 
working or processing is carried out  successively 
in two  or mo~e undertakings,  the price to be  taken 
into account  shall be  that paid to the last manufacturer, 
Article 5  (c):  1.  For the  purpose  of implementing Article  5  (c), 
passage  through the territory of one  or more 
countries referred to below,  not Parties to the 
Convention,  of goods  traded between the  Member 
States and the Associated States shall be  deemed  to 
be  justified for geographical reasons where  such 
passage is deemed  necessary for the  loading and 
unloading of goods  in the  following ports: 
Beira  (Portuguese 
East Africa) 
Durban,  Cape  Town, 
Port Elizabeth 
(Republic  of South 
Africa) 
Algiers,  Bone,  Oran 
(Algeria) 
Lobito  (Angola) 
Bathurst  and other 
ports  on  the mouth 
of the  Gambia 
Tema,  Takoradi, 
Accra  (Ghana) 
for trade with the 
Democratic  Republic 
of the Congo 
for trade with the 
Democratic Republic 
of the  Congo 
for trade with 
Niger 
for trade with the 
Democratic  Republic 
of the  Congo 
for trade with 
Senegal 
for trade with 
Upper Volta Bata  (Spanish Guinea) 
Conakry  (Guinea) 
Mombasa  (Kenya) 
Tripoli  (Libya) 
Burutu,  Wari 
(Nigeria) 
Calabar  (Nigeria) 








ANNEX  I 
for trade with Gabon 
for trade with Mali 
for trade with Burundi, 
the  Democratic  Republic 
of the  Congo  and Rwanda 
for trade with Niger 
and  Chad 
for  trade with Cameroon, 
Niger  and  Chad 
for trade with Cameroon 
for trade with Cameroon, 
Dahomey,  Niger and  Chad 
for trade with Cameroon 
and  Chad 
for trade with Chad 
for trade with the 
Democratic Republic 
of the Congo 
2. Whilst  crossing the territory of countries not Parties 
to  the  above-mentioned  Convention,  products originating 
in a  Member  State or in an Associated State: 
- must  remain under the  supervision of the  Customs 
authorities of the transit country and not be put 
into free  circulation therein; Note  ? 
- 6-
ANNEX  I 
- must  not,  whilst in the transit country,  undergo 
any operations other than those designed to keep 
them in good  condition. 
Proof that these  conditions have  been complied with 
shall be furnished by the  submission to the Customs 
authorities of the Member  State or Associated State 
ot destination of a  certificate issued by the  Customs 
authorities of the transit country,  containing: 
- an exact description of the  goods; 
- the date  of loading or unloading of the  goods, 
naming  the vessel concerned; 
- certified proof of the conditions in which  the 
goods  have  been held whilst in the transit country; 
or,  failing this,  such other documentary proof as is 
acceptable by  such Member  State or Associated State. 
Article 8:  As  regards  exports from Associated States under the 
conditions set out in Article  5  (c)  of the  Decision 
of the Association Council,  the final destination of 
which is not known  when  they leave  the  exporting 
Associated State,  a  provisional movement  certificate 
A.Y.1  may  be issued in respect of  such  goods.  This ~ 
Article 8: 
-?-
ANNEX  I 
shall later be  replaced by a  final movement  certificate 
A.Y.1  or, if the  consignment is split before loading,  . 
by several such certificates, where  proof is furnished 
to the  Customs  authorities which issued the  original 
certificate that the  goods  have  been despatched to a 
Member  State. 
The  provisional certificate must be  made  out  on  the 
form laid down  in Article 10.  It must  bear,  under 
the heading  "Observations" the word  "PROVISIONAL" 
in red ink and in capital letters. 
The  sole purpose  of the provisional movement  certificate 
is to enable  the issuing Customs  authorities to  endorse 
final movement  certificates. 
Where  a  movement  certificate A.Y.1  relates to products 
originally imported  from  a  Member  State or from  an 
Associated State, which are  re-exported in the unaltered 
state, the new  certificates issued by the re-exporting 
Member  State or Associated State must  indicate the 
Member  State or Associated State in which  the original 
movement  certificate was  issued. ANNEX  II 
LIST  A 
List of working or processing operations which result in 
a  change  of tariff heading 
without  conferring the classification of 
"originating products" 
on the products undergoing such operations,  or only 
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 ANNEX;  IV 
List of products temporarily 
excluded from  the  scope  of this Decision Customs 
Tariff No. 
ex 0~.01 !! II 
o;.o2 
15.04 










29.01  A I 
B II ,.) 
D I  s) 




er50.09,  e:r 50.10, 
er 51.04,  e:r  53.11, 
er 53.12,  ex 53.13, 
er 54-.05,  e:r 55.07, 
ex: 55.08,  ex 55.09, 
ex 56.07 
er  Cha;tter AA 
Chapter 87 
Description 
Fillets or salt-water fish,  frozen 
Fish,  sal  ted in brine,  dried or  smoked 
Fats and oils, or fish and marine mammals,  whether  or not refined 
Vegetable and edible oils 
illargarine 
Other prepared or preserved mest or mest offal 
Prepsred or preserved fish,  including csviar and caviar 
substitutes 
Crustaceans and molluscs,  prepared or preserved 
Cocos psste  (in bulk or in block),  whether or not defatted 
Cocoa butter ( fat or oil) 
Cocoa powder,  unsweetened 
~~.J~e~~ia~:e~r  a:~~~i~i~!d)lants, preserved by  sugar 
JSIIIs,  fruit  jellies, marmalades,  fruit puree  and fruit pastes, 
being cooked prep'>.rations,  containing added  sugar 
Cigarett,.s,  ·ig,_-,.  ,r.d  ~i!e't''!.llos,  pcpe  · "!d  ciga:-ette tobacco 
Aromatic  oil~ cl:!Ssified as "similar" within the meaning of Note  2 
o~ Chapter 27,  or which  more  than 65%  by volume distills st 
temperstures up to  250~ C  (including mixtures or petroleum spirit 
and benzole),  intended for use  as  fuel  (including motor  fuel) 
Llineral oils and products of their distillation; bituminous 
substances;  mineral  waxes-
Hydrocarbons 
- acyclic 
- cvclanic  and  cyclenic,  excludin!': azulenes 
- benzene,  toluene, :rylenes 
intended for use  as fuel  (including motor  fuel) 
Lubricating preparations,  excluding pre!'arations containing 70% 
or more  b•·  wei;;ht  or ;etroleum oils or oils obtained from 
bituminous minerals ,containing petroleum oile or oils obtained 
from bitWiinous minerals 
Waxes  based on pararrin,petroleum waxes  or waxes  of bitWiinous 
minerals ,or on parafrin residues 
Prepared additives for lubricants 
Mixed alkylenes 
Bovine cattle leather (including buffalo leather)  and equine 
lel!ther except leather· ralling within heading No.  41.06,  41.07 
or 41.08 
Sheep  and  ll!llllb  skin leather,  exce-ot  leather falling within 
heading No.  41.06,  41.07 or 41.08 
Goat  and kid skin leather,  except  leather falling within heading 
No.  41.06,  41.07 or 41.08 
Other kinds of leather,  except leather falling within heading 
No.  41.06,  41.07  or 41.08 
Printed fabrics 
Boilers,  machinery and mechanical  appliances  and parts thereof, 
excluding products of No.  84.05 and  sewing  machines  (ex 84.'1-l) 
Vehicles,  other than railway or tramway  rolling-stock,  and parts 
thereof Y A 0  U J• D B  C 0  11  V  :B  X  '! I  0  N  0  F  .A.  S  S  0  C  I  A '! I  0  N  A.  Y. 
IIOVEIID'l'  OF  GOODS  CER!IPICAD  y  000000 
DECLARATION  BY  !HE  EXPORTER 
'l'he  undersigned ..........  , ................................  , ••••••••••  , .........................  , 
(name  and first name,  or trade  name  and full address or the exporter) 
•  0 ••••••••  0 ••  0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  0 ••  being the exporter or the goods  described below: 
Serial  PJ.CltlGES  (1) 
luaber  llarll:s and'  Ruaber  DESCRIPTION  OF  GOODS 
GROSS  WEIGHT 
(kg) 
nuabers  and  1I:1D4  or quanti  t)' 
(hl,  m3,  etc,) 
5 
'l'otal nUJDber  of packages  ( COlWDil  3)  • oo •  •  •  oo ,  ,  •  o  o  •  •  o  •  •  •  • ,.  ,  ,  oo ,  •  •  •  •  •  •  oo o  o  o  •  oo •  o  •  •  •  •  o  •  •  oo ~ 
and total quantities (colUIIII.  5) ••••••••• oo• .....................  oo •••  oo ...............  . 
(in word•) 
Observations 
declares that these goods are situated at 
and aeet the condi  tiona required tor 
obtaining this certificate (2) 
Member  count17 of destination., •••••••••••••• 
Place and date or signature 
........  <sipt~~.  ;!  .  ~;;;~;;  ........  . 
(Optional ent17) 
Consignaent ot  •• •••• ••••••• .,,,,,,  •••  No .........  . 
CUSTOMS  ENDORSDIElf'l' 
Declaration certified as being in accordance with 
the supporting docwaents  submitted,  and with the 
result or the verifications carried out: 
Export  docUJDent: 
lorm. ••.••••••••••• •••• •• •• •• •• •  No ••••• •• ••••••••• 
or  ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Customs  office  ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• 
Official~ 
stamp 
Place and date or signature 
(1) For goods in bulk iD4icate, as appropriate,  the  name  or the vessel or the nuaber or the 
railw117 truck or road vehicle. 
(2) See notes oa the reverse aide or this tol'lll. REQUEST  FOR  VERIFICATION 
01' 'l!!IIS ).10m.EN'r  CERTIFICATE  A. Y.l 
'lhe undersigned Customs official requests 
the verification of the authenticity and 
correctness of this certificate. 
Place and date of signature •••••••••• 
Official 
stamp  .•  (Sip~.~~.  ~!!:i.~:i.~i) .• 
RESULT  OP'  VERIFICATION . 
Veritication by the undersigned Customs 
official shows that this movement  certificate 
A.Y.l: 
l. was issued by the Customs Office indicated, 
and that the  infol'll&tion contained therein 
is accurate(l); 
2.  does not meet  the  requirements  as to 
authenticity and cor:--ectness  (see notes 
below)(l). 
Place  and date of signature  ••••••••••••••• 
Official 
stam~  · ·  cs:i.~~t~~; ·  ~!  ·  ~!!:i.~i~i5 · · · · · · • 
(l) Delete where not applicable 
:I~ GOODS  :IN  RESPECT  OF  WHICH  A LOV:CliJ:':NT  CERTIFICATE  A.Y.l ll.AY  BE  ENDORSED 
A movement  certificate A. Y.l may be endorsed only in respect or those  goods which, 
1D.  the exporting member  country(l), fall within one  or the  following categories: 
l.  Goods whollz obtained in the said exporting member  countrY. 
'rb.e  following shall be considered as wholly obtained in the exporting member  country: 
a) ll)lneral products extracted from the  ground thereof; 
b) vegetable products harvested therein; 
c) live animals born and raised therein; 
d) products from live animals raised therein; 
e)  products obtained by hunting and fishing conducted therein; 
!) ilarine products taken  fr~m the sea by its vessels; 
g)  scra'D  and waste resulting fro.,.  nanu~acturing operat1.ons  an:'!  use~ articles, rrovided 
that they have been collected therein and are fit only for the recovery of raw materials; 
ll) goods obtained therein exclusively from  animals or products referred to in paragraphs (a) 
to (g)  above or derivatives thereof. 
a) which result in the goods  obtained being classified under  a  tariff heading(2)  other thnn 
the tariff heading covering the third products used,  unless the operations carried out 
appear in List A annexed to the Decision of the Association Council  on the definition of 
the concept of "originating products•; 
(!} .'l!he  member  countries are: 
a)  .The Member States or the E.E.C.: 
the Kingdom  of Belgium,  the  Federal Republic  of Germany,  the French Republic,  the Italian 
Republic,  the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg  and the Kingdom  of the Net,herlands,  in Europ~; 
b) The Associated States: 
:::  ~;~~~c  o~f  B=:Utn!h~.:~~~r:l0~eb~~~;c  (~~a~::r~~~~'  t~~~C~~;~~i~~}c~e  R~~~;ic, 
(Leopoldville),  the Republic of Dahomey,  the  Gabon Republic,  the Republic  of the Ivory 
Coast,  the Malagasy Republic,  the Republic  of 1iali,  the Islamic Republic  of Mauritania, 
the Republic of Niger,  the Republic of Rwanda,  the Republic  of Senegal,  the  Somali Republic, 
ttur-Republic of Togo,  the Republic of Upper Volta. 
(2) ~artff headings aball mean the tariff headings in tbe Brussels Nomenclature. 4. 
b) or which,  although appearing in List A referred to 1n paragraph (a)  above,  meat  the 
spacial cond1  tiona laid down in respect ot them in the said List A; 
c)  or which do not result in the goods obtained being clasaitied UDder  a  tariff heading 
other than the tariff heading covering the third products used,  but appear 1n List B 
::'J:i!.i~h;XO::;!~~ o.t  the Asaociation Council on the definition o.t  the concept of 
~s  rule shall not appl;r,  however,  as regards the t.iembar  States of the E.E.c., to goode 
imported from  one Associated State and re-exported to another Associated State,  except 
where the Aaaociatad State 1n which the goods originate enjo;ra,  in the Aaaociatad State of 
destination,  the sue treatment as is accorded to the Uembar State of the E.E.C. 
l!W,:  For the purpoaes of this rule, the member  countr;r of origin which  should appear on the 
movemant  certi.ticate ia the mubar countr;r from which the goods 1n question ware 
originall;r imported. 
II. SCOPE  OJ'  MOV&:.ENT  CERTIFIC!'l!E  A.Y.l 
!he movement  certificate A.Y.l ma;r  be used onl:r in so  .tar as the goods to which it relates 
are transported directl;r from the exporting member  countr;r to the  importing member  countr;r. 
!he following shall be conaidered as transported directl;r from the exporting member  countr;r 
to the importing member  countr:r: 
a)  a~:~:n:r:~~r:!~h~:h=~~a;;~J=~~n  t=c~e:~~~  of a  countr;r not Part;r to the 
b)  goods transported through the territor,. ot one or more  countries not Parties to the 
Conve.o.tion,  or  tranship~·ed in such  countries, in so tar as tile pas"llo"  tW:,;,~ 011l0h  counliriea 
is coverad b;r  a  single transport ll.ocument  drawn up in a  member  COWltcy; 
c)  goods which,  without being covered b;r  a  single transport document  drem1  up 1n a  member 
countr;r,  pass through tbe terri  tor:r of one  or more  countries not Partiots to the Convention 
in order to bo loade!,  or nrter haVinr: been unloaded in the ports or 'Ou ..  ban,  n  .. pe 'r.own, 
Port Elizabeth,  Beira,  Algiera,  B8ne,  Oran,  Lobito,  Bathurst  and other ports on the mouth 
ot the Gubia,  Tema,  T:.koradi,  Accra,  Bata,  Conakry,  l.!ombasa,  Tripoli,  Burutu,  \7ari,  Calabar, 
Lagos,  Apapa,  Port Harcourt,  Port Sudan and Dar-es-Salaam,  provided that the  special con-
ditione laid down  .tor their stay in and transport through such countries are .tul!il.led. 
III,  RULES  FOR  J.UXING  OUT  '.eH:),;  kiOV&,ENT  CERTIFICATE  A.Y.l 
1. The  movement  certificate A.Y.l must  be made  out in one or the  languages in which the 
Convention is drafted,  and in accordance with the provisions or the internal law or the 
exporting countr;r. 
2.  The  movement  certificate A.Y.l must be typewritten or handwritten;  in the latter case it 
must  be  completed in ink and in capital letters. It must  not contain erasures nor words 
written over  one  another.  A:.o.y  alterations must  be made  by deleting the incorrect information 
and adding the appropriate corrections  •  .Any alterations thus made  must  have  the consent ot 
the  eignator;r or the certificate and must be endorsed b;r  the Customs authorities. 
~.  Each item listed on the  movement  certi.ticalie A.Y.l must be preceded b;r  a  serial number. 
A horizontal line must be  drawn immediately below the last item,  Unused  space must ba 
obliterated in such manner  as to make  any later addition impossible  • 
.q.,  Goods  must  be described in accordance  with commercial  usage  and with sufficient detail to 
enable  them to be identified. 
5. The  exporter or the carrier m!Q"  complete that part or the certiticate 
reserved tor the declaration b;y  a  reference to the transport document. 
!he exporter or the carrier ia also advised to enter the reference 
number  or the certificate A. Y  .1  on the transport document covering 
the consiSJllllent  of the goode, 
IV.  - DFECT  OJ'  IIOVEIIENT  CERTIFICATE  A. Y  ,1 
When  correctl;r used,  the moveaent certificate A. Y  .1  makes it poadble 
tor the goode described therein to benefit, in the importing aember 
countey,  from tha progressive abolition or customs duties and quantitativa 
reatrictions and all measures having an e.t.tect equivalent to such duties 
and restrictions. 
The Customs  authorities ot the importing member  countr;r mq, if th.,-
coneider it to be neceaaaey,  require submission or  8DJ"  other supporting 
documentar;r  evidence,  in particular the tranaport documents  under which 
the goods  are consigned. 
V.  - TIUE-LIIII'l'  FOR  SUBMISSION  OJ'  llOVEUEK'r  CERTIJICATE  A. Y  .1 
The  movement  certificate A.Y.1  must  be  submitted to the Customs o.ttice 
or the importing member  countr;r where  the goode  are presented,  within 
.tour months  from the date or its endoraeaent. Y~OUBDE  COBVEITIOB  0'1  ~SSOOI~TIOI  ~. Y.  1 
IIOVEIID'l'  0'1  GOODS  C.BilTDIC.lD  y  000000 
The  UDderaiped  •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(nue and first u.ae, or trade nue and tull address of the exporter) 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  being the exporter of the goode describecl below: 
Serial  PAClWlES  (1) 
luaber  llarll:s  and  l1111ber 
nuabers  and ld.Dd 
2 
DESCBIPTIOif  t:a  GOODS 
4 
GROSS  WEIGB' 
(ll:g) 
or quantit7 
(hl, a3, etc.) 
Total number of packages  (col  WilD  ~)  ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  ~ 
(in words) 
and total quantities  (colUlllll  5) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  • ••• •• •••••• ••• 
Observations 
(Declaration by the  exporter continued on reverse aide) (Declaration by the exporter - continued) 
DECLARES  that these goods  were  obtained in  ••••••••••••••  and fall under 
category  ••••••••••••  (1) listed in Note  1  on the reverse side 
of the movement  certificate A.Y.1 
SPECIFIES  as follows  the facts which have  conferred the classification 
Of  "originating product•"  on these goods:  (2)  ............................................................  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
SUBMITS  the following  supporting documents:  (3)  ............................................................  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
UNDERTAKES  to submit,  at the request of the competent authorities,  any 
additional supporting evidence which these authorities may 
require for the purpose of issuing this certificate,  and 
undertakes,  if required,  to agree  to any inspection of his 
accounts and  any check on  the processes of manufacture of 
the above  goods,  carried out by the said authorities. 
REQUESTS  the issue or a  movement  certificate A.Y.1  for these goods. 
Place and  date of signature 
(1) State the category number  and  indicate the corresponding paragraph 
where appropriate. 
(2) To  be completed if products  imported  from  another member  country, 
from  a  third country,  or products of undetermined origin have been 
used in the manufacture of the goods  in question. 
Indicate the products used,  their tariff heading,  their origin and, 
where appropriate,  the manufacturing processes qualifying the goods 
as originating in the member  country or manufacture  (application of 
List B or of the special conditions laid down  in List A),  the goods 
obtained and their tariff heading. 
If, as a  condition for conferring the classification of "originating 
product"  on the goods  obtained,  the value of the products used may 
not exceed a  certain percentage of the value of these goods,  indicater 
- for the products used: 
~ the customs value,  where  these products originate in non-member 
countries; 
- the earliest ascertainable price paid for the said products in 
the territory of the State in which manufacture takes place, 
Where  the products in question are of undetermined origin; 
- for the  goods  obtained:  the  "ex-factory" price, i.e. the price 
paid to the manufacturer in whose  undertaking the working or 
processing has been carried out.  Where  such working or processing 
has been carried out  in two  or more  undertakings, -the price to be 
taken into account is that paid to the last manufacturer. 
(3)  ~or example,  movement  certificates A.Y.1,  import  documents,  invoices, 
etc ••••• relating to the products used and,  where  appropriate,  to 
goods  imported  from  another member  country and  intended for re-export 
1D  the unaltered state. DECISION  No.  6/66 
of the Association Council 
defining the methods  of administrative co-operation 
in Customs matters for the  purpose  of implementing 
the Yaounde  Convention 
THE  ASSOCIATION  COMMITTEE, 
HAVING  REGARD  to the Convention of Association between the 
European Economic  Community  and the African and Malagasy States 
associated with that Community,  signed at Yaounde  on  20  July 
1963,  and in particular Title  I  thereof, 
HAVING  REGARD  to Protocol No.  3  to this Convention,  concerning 
the  concept  of "originating products" !or the  purpose  of 
implementing the  Convention, 
HAVING  REGARD  to Decision No.  5/66,  adopted this day,  on  the 
definition of the  concept of "originating products"  for the 
purpose  of implementing Title I  of the Convention, 
HAVING  REGARD  to the delegation of powers to the Association 
Committee  by  the Association Council  at the latter's second 
meeting on 7 April  1965,  with a  view to implementing the pro-
visions of Protocol No.  3  to the  Convention, 
WHEREAS,  for the efficient operation of the Convention,  it is 
necessary to organise close administrative co-operation between 
the countries Parties to the Association in order to ensure 
correct and uniform application of the Customs  provisions of 
the Convention and,  in particular,  of the rules laid down  in the 
Decision  on the definition of the  concept  of "originating 
products", - 2  -
HAS  DECIDED: 
Article 1 
The  methods of administrative co-operation in Customs 
matters for the purpose  of implementing the Convention of 
Association between the E.E.c.  and the A.A.M.s.,  are laid down 
in the Annex  to the present Decision. 
Article 2 
The  Associated States, the Member  States and the Community 
shall be required,  each to the  extent to which they are con-
cerned,  to take the necessary steps to implement  this Decision. 
This Decision shall enter into force  on 1  July 1966. 
Done  at Brussels,  22  April 1966 
The  Chairm~ of the Association Committee 
A.  BORSCHETTE Methods  of administrative co-operation 
in Customs matters 
for the purpose of implementing 
the Yaounde  Convention 
CHAPrER  I 
Rules relating to the issue 
or movement  certificates A.Y.  1 
Article 1 
1.  It shall fall to the exporter,  or his representative 
authorised to  sign the export declaration,  to request, 
on his own  responsibility,  the  endorsement  of  a  movement 
certificate. This request  shall be made  out  on  a  form  A.Y.  1 
duly completed in accordance with the provisions laid down 
in Title II of Decision No.  5/66 or the Association Council, 
or 22  April 1966,  and with the rules set out  on the reverse 
side or the original copy of this form. - 2  -
2.  The  exporter,  or his representative,  shall attach to 
his request  any document  proving that the  goods  to be  exported 
are  such as to  qualify them  for the  endorsement  of a  certificate. 
Article 2 
It shall. be the responsibility of the Customs  authorities 
of the  exporting country to ensure that the form  A.Y.  1  is duly 
completed.  In particular,  they shall check whether the space 
reserved for the description of the  goods  has been completed 
in such manner  as to exclude all possibility of Iraudulent 
additions.  To  this end,  the description of the  goods must  be-
filled in without leaving any blank lines.  Where  the  space is 
not  completely filled,  a  horizontal line must be  drawn below 
the last line of  the  description,  the  empty  space being crossed 
through. 
Article  3 
Since the movement  certificate A.Y.  1  constitutes the 
documentary evidence for the application of the preferential 
tariff and  quota system provided for by the Convention of 
Association, it shall be the responsibility of the Customs 
office of the  exporting country carefully to verify the origin 
of the  goods  and to check the other statements appearing on 




The  movement  certificate A.Y.  1  shall be  endorsed by the 
Customs  authorities of a  Member  State of the European Economic 
Community: 
1. where  the exported goods  have been manufactured in the Community 
without the incorporation of products imported from  countries 
outside the Community; 
2.  where  the  goods  have  been manufactured in the Community  from, 
or with the incorporation of,  products imported from the 
Associated State to which the  goods  are exported; 
3.  where  the goods  have  been manufactured in the Community  from, 
or with the incorporation of,  products imported from  an 
Associated State and are re-exported to another Associated State 
which grants the original Associated State the  same  treatment 
as that accorded to the Member  States of the Community; 
4.  where  the  goods  have  been manufactured in the Community  from, 
or with the  incorporation of,  products imported from  a  country 
not Party to the Convention or from  an Associated State which 
does not benefit, in the Associated State of destination,  from -4-
the  same  treatment  as the Member  States or the Community,  and 
where  the  imported goods  are classified under a  tariff heading 
(Brussels Nomenclature)  other than the  one  under which the 
products used or incorporated are classified,  taking into 
account the exceptions  appearing in Lists A and B annexed to 
Decision No.  5/66 of the Association Council. 
For the purpose or verifying whether the  above  conditions 
have  been met,  the Customs  authorities shall have the right to 
call tor any supporting documentary evidence  or to earry out 
any check which they consider appropriate. 
The  Customs  authorities or the said State shall refuse to 
endorse  a  movement  certificate A.Y.  1  where it appears,  from  the 
export documents  submitted to them,  that the goods to which the 
certificate relates are  consigned to a  country outside the 
Association. 
Article  5 
The  movement  certificate A.Y.  1  shall be  endorsed by the 
Customs  authorities or  an  Associated State: 
1. where  the exported goods  have been manufactured in such Associated 
State without the incorporation or products imported from 
countries not Parties to the Association; - 5-
2.  where  the exported goods have been manufactured in such 
Associated State !rom,  or with the incorporation or,  products 
imported from  countries not Parties to the Association and 
where  the  exported goods are classified under a  Brussels 
Nomenclature tariff heading other than the  one  under which 
the products used or incorporated are classified, taking 
into account the exceptions appearing in Lists A and B annexed 
to Decision No.  5/66 of the Association Council. 
For the purpose of verifying whether the above  conditions 
have been met,  the Customs  authorities shall have the right to call 
for  an::!  supporting documentary evidence or to carry out  a.n:y  check 
which they consider appropriate. 
The  Customs  authorities of the said State shall refuse to 
endorse  a  movement  certificate A.Y.  1  where it appears,  from  the 
-export documents  submitted to them,  that the goods to which the 





In that part of the certificate reserved for the Customs 
authorities,  a  reference must  be made  to the date  and type,  or to 
the serial number,  of the export document  to which the exporters 
declaration is certified to conform. - 6  -
Article 7 
Where  a  movement  certificate relates to products originally 
imported from  a  Member  State or from  an Associated State,  and which 
are being re-exported in the unaltered state,  the new  certi~icate 
issued by the  re-exporting Member  State or Associated State must 
indicate the Member  State or Associated State in which the original 
movement  certificate was  issued. 
Article 8 
The  Customs  office stamp  must  be  affixed by means  o! a  metal 
stamp,  preferably of steel.  The  countries Parties to the Association 
shall inform each other of the designs of stamps authorised. 
Article 9 
1.  Where  goods  exported !rom the Associated States, the final 
destination of which is not  known,  are not covered by a  direct 
transport  document  drawn  up  in an Associated State,  and pass through -?-
the territory of one  or more  countries not Parties to the 
Convention,  without  such passage being considered as inter-
rupting the direct transport,  the exporter shall have the 
right to request the issue of a  provisional movement  certi-
ficate A.Y.  1 
In this case,  the word  "PROVISIONAL"  shall be written on 
the movement  certificate in red ink,  in the  space reserved for 
"Observations". 
2.  When  the final destination of the  goods becomes  known, 
the exporter may  request the replacement of the provisional 
movement  certificate by a  final certificate. The  latter may 
cover all the  goods  included in the provisional certificate, 
or only that portion of such goods which is consigned to a 
Member  State.  The  provisional certificate may  also be replaced 
by several final certificates it the  consignment is broken down 
before  shipment. 
3.  The  replacement  of a  provisional certificate by one  or 
more  final certificates must be requested by the exporter in 
writing.  The  request must  be  accompanied by the provisional 
certificate and by all the documents  required in order to 
establish that the goods have been consigned to  a  Member  State. - 8  -
The  date  of the final movement  certificate A.Y.  1  shall 




1.  It shall"always be possible to replace  one  or more  movement 
certificates A.Y.  1  by other movement  certificates A.Y.  1, pro-
vided that this is done  at the  Customs  office where the  goods 
are held. 
2.  Where  the new  movement  certificate A.Y.  1  relates to products 
originally imported from  a  Member  State or from  an Associated 
State,  and which are being re-exported in the unaltered state, 
the Member  State or Associated State in which the original move-




1.  Where,  as a  result of errors or inadvertent omissions, 
no  request for a  movement  certificate was  made  at the time of - 9-
the exportation of the goods,  a  certificate A.Y.  1  may  be 
issued after the actual exportation of the goods to which it 
relates. 
In this case, the exporter must: 
- make  a  request in writing,  giving details of the type of 
goods  and the quantity, the method of packing and markings, 
and also the place  and date of despatch; 
- certify that no  movement  certificate A.Y.  1  was  issued at 
the  time of exportation of the goods in question,  stating 
the reasons therefor; 
- enclose  a  certificate A.Y.  1  form  duly completed and signed. 
2.  The  Customs  authorities may  only issue  a  movement 
certificate A.Y.  1  a  posteriori after having verified that 
the details contained in the exporter's request  agree with 
those in the  corresponding file. 
Movement  certificates A.Y.  1  issued a  posteriori must 
be marked  "ISSUED  A POSTERIORI". - 10-
3.  The  Customs  authorities may  not,  however,  issue  a 
movement  certificat$ A.Y.  1  a  posteriori where  the  goods 
in question were  not consigned to the territory of  a 
country Party to the Convention until after their actual 
exportation. 
Article 12 
In the event of the theft,  loss or destruction of a 
movement  certificate A.Y.  1,  the  exporter may  apply to the 
Customs  authority which issued it for a  duplicate made  out 
on the basis of the export  documents in their possession. 
The  duplicate issued in this way  must  be marked  "DUPLICATE" 
in red ink. 
The  duplicate shall take effect as from the date  on 
which the original certificate A.Y.  1  was  endorsed. - 11  -
CHAPTER  II 
Conditions governing the use 
of the movement  certificate A.Y.  1 
Article 13 
Goods  transported without passing through the territory 
of a  country not Party to the Convention,  and without 
transhipment in such country,  shall be considered as goods 
transported directly. 
However,  the  following shall not be  considered as 
interrupting direct transport: 
a)  calls at ports situated in the territory of countries not 
Parties to the Convention; 
b)  transhipments in such ports,  where  these result from  force 
majeure or where  they are consequent  upon conditions at sea; - 12-
c) passage through the  t~rritory of one  or more  countries not Parties 
to  the Convention,  or transhipment  in such country or countries, 
where  the passage  through such country or countries is covered by 
a  single transport document  drawn  up in a  Member  State or in an 
Associated State; 
d)  passage through the territory of one  or more  countries not Parties 
to the Convention,  where  the passage through such country or 
countries is made  for geographical  reasons. 
In this case,  and where  the products are not covered by a 
single transport document  drawn up  in an Associated State,  the 
goods must  pass in transit through one  of the following ports: 
Be ira 
(Portuguese East Africa) 
Durban,  Cape  Town,  Port 
Elizabeth 
(Republic  of South Africa) 
Algiers,  B8ne,  Oran 
(Algeria) 
Lobito  (Angola) 
Bathurst and other ports 
on the mouth  of the  Gambia 
!or trade with the  Democratic 
Republic  of Congo 
for trade with the Democratic 
Republic or Congo 
!or trade with Niger 
for trade with the Democratic 
Republic  or Congo 
for trade with Senegal Tema,  Takoradi,  Accra 
(Ghana) 
Bat  a 
(Spanish Guinea) 
Conakry  (Guinea) 
Mombasa  (Kenya) 
Tripoli  (Libya) 
Burutu,  Wari  (Nigeria) 
Calabar  (Nigeria) 
Lagos,  Apapa  (Nigeria) 
Port Harcourt  (Nigeria) 




for trade with Upper Volta 
for trade with Gabon 
for trade with Mali 
for trade with Burundi,  the 
Democratic Republic o! Congo 
and Rwanda 
for trade with Niger and Chad 
for trade with Cameroon,  Niger 
and Chad 
for trade with Cameroon 
for trade with Cameroon,  Dahomey, 
Niger and Chad 
for trade with Cameroon  and Chad 
for trade with Chad 
for trade with the Democratic 
Republic  of Congo - 14-
Article 14 
1.  Whilst  crossing the territory or countries referred 
to in Article 13, .the goods must  remain under the  supervision 
ot the Customs  authorities of the transit country and must 
not be put  into free circulation.  Whilst in the transit country, 
they must  not undergo  any handling other than normal  operations 
designed to keep  them in good  condition. 
2.  Proof that these  conditions have been complied with 
shall be furnished by the  submission of a  certificate issued 
by the Customs  authorities of the transit country,  containing: 
an accurate description of the goods, 
the date of loading or unloading of the  goods,  naming 
the vessels concerned, 
- certified proof of the conditions in which the goods have 
been held. 
Where  this certificate cannot be produced,  the Customs 
authorities shall take into acoount  any probative  document 




Movement  certificates A.Y.  1,  which are submitted to the 
Customs  authorities of the  importing Member  State or Associated 
State after the expiry of the time-limit for their submission 
referred to in Article 9  of Decision No.  5/66 of the Association 
Council,  may  be  accepted for the purpose of applying the 
preferential system,  where  the failure to observe this time-limit 
results from  force majeure  or exceptional circumstances. 
In addition to  such cases,  the  Customs  authorities of the 
importing Member  State or Associated State may  accept  such 
movement  certificates where  the goods  have been submitted to 




Slight discrepancies between the imported goods and the 
statements made  in the movement  certificate A.Y.  1  shall not 
ipso facto render the certificate null and void, ir it is duly 
established that the certificate does in fact relate to the 
said goods. - 16-




The  countries Parties to the Association shall take 
all necessary steps to ensure that goods,  traded within the 
Association under  the  cover of a  movement  certificate A.Y.  1 
and which,  in the course or transport,  use  a  free port,  a 
free  zone  or a  free warehouse  situated in their territory are 
not handled or substituted. 
CHAPTER  IV 
Article 18 
The  production or a  movement  certificate A.Y.  1  shall 
be waived only in respect or small packages  and personal 
luggage,  subject to these being composed or goods fulfilling 
the conditions laid down  in Article 12  or the Decision or the 
Association Council of 22  April 1966. - 17 -




A posteriori verification or movement  certificates A.Y.  1 
shall be carried out  on a  random basis,  and also whenever the 
Customs  authorities or the importing country have  reasonable 
doubt  as to the authenticity or the  document  and the  accuracy 
or the  information which has been  supplied to the  Customs  authori-
ties or the exporting country as to the true origin of the  goods 
in question or or certain constituent parts thereof. 
Article 20 
For the purpose  of implementing Article 19,  the  Customs 
authorities or the importing country shall return the certificate 
to the  Customs  authorities or the exporting country,  giving the 
formal  or substantive reasons for  an inquiry.  As  far as possible, 
they shall supply all the information they have been able to 
obtain which casts a  doubt  on the  accuracy or the  statements made 
on the certificate. - 18 -
Article 21 
The  Customs  authorities of the importing country shall 
be informed of the results of the a  posteriori verification 
as  soon as possible.  These results must be  such as to make  it 
possible to determine whether the contested certificate applies 
to the goods actually exported,  and whether these.goods can, 
in fact,  qualify for the application of the preferential 
system. 
Article 22 
Where  such matters cannot be  settled between the Customs 
authorities of the importing country and those of the exporting 
country,  or where  they raise a  question as to the interpretation 
of the  Decision of the Association Council of 22  April 1966, 
they shall be  submitted to  such bodies as may  be determined by 
the Association Council. 
Article 23 
For the purpose of the  a  posteriori verification referred 
to in this Chapter,  the Customs  authorities of the exporting 
country shall keep all export  documents  or copies of movement 
certificates used in place thereof,  for a  period of two years. DECISION  No.  7/66 
of the Association Council 
delegating powers 
to the Association Committee 
to  amend  Decision No.  6/66 
of the Association Council 
THE  ASSOCIATION  COUNCIL, 
HAVING  REGARD  to the Convention of Association between the 
European Economic  Community  and the African and Malagasy 
States associated with that Community,  and in particular 
Article 4?  thereof, 
HAVING  REGARD  to Decision No.  6/66 of the Association Council 
defining the methods of administrative  co-operation in Customs 
matters for the purpose  of implementing the Yaounde  Convention, 
WHEREAS  the Association Council meets  only once  each year in 
ordinary session, 
WHEREAS  the  implementation of Decision No.  6/66 raises a 
number  of problems which must be  solved in the interval between 
two  ordinary meetings, 
WHEREAS,  although the Convention·provides for  the possibility 
of special meetings,  it is nevertheless necessary, - 2  -
pursuant to Article 47  (2)  and !or the  sake o! simplicity and 
·speed,  that the Council delegate to the Committee the power to 
make  such amendments  to this Decision as experience may  show 
to be desirable: 
HAS  DECIDED: 
Article 1 
The  Council hereby delegates to the Association Committee 
the power to amend  Decision No.  6/66 defining the methods o! 
administrative co-operation in Customs  matters !or the purpose 
of implementing the Yaounde  Convention. 
Article 2 
The  Associated States, the Member  States and the European 
Economic  Community  shall be required,  each to the extent to 
which they are concerned,  to take the necessary steps to implement 
this Decision. 
This Decision shall enter into force  on 1  July 1966. 
Done  at Tananarive,  18 May  1966 
The  President ot the Association Council 
Marcel FISCHBACH 